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‘NO COMMUNIST COULD DREAM OF A MORE
EFFECTIVE ANTI-AMERICAN FILM’: DR.
STRANGELOVE AND ITS RED REVIEWERS

James I. Deutsch
Some Americans feared that the anti-military theme of Stanley Kubrick’s 1964
movie Dr. Strangelove might promote unfavorable attitudes toward the United
States. ‘No Communist could dream of a more effective anti-American film to
spread abroad than this one,’ opined the Washington Post. However, a sampling
of reviews written by actual Communists in Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, the United Kingdom, and the USSR reveals a more balanced appreciation
of the movie. The reviewers admired the film’s cinematic brilliance while also
noting the dangers to world peace posed by the two cold war superpowers of the US
and USSR. For the most part, these reviews from Communist publications have not
been previously analyzed by scholars of Stanley Kubrick, Dr. Strangelove, and
the cold war.
Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove, or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb
(1964) is one of the most celebrated movies about the cold war. Many an
overview of American history seen through American film includes a chapter on
Dr. Strangelove, often featuring a photograph from the film on the book jacket.1
The movie was in the very first group of 25 films identified in 1989 by the
National Film Preservation Board for the National Film Registry at the Library of
Congress.2 Stephen J. Whitfield, a prominent historian of the cold war, has noted
that Dr. Strangelove ‘deserves to be ranked among the most important achievements
in the history of movies.’3 And on the occasion of its fiftieth anniversary in 2014,
the film was praised as ‘perhaps the canonical film of the Cold War era.’4
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Moreover, not all of the praise for Dr. Strangelove came decades later. The film
received four Academy Award nominations in 1964: best picture, best director
(Kubrick), best actor (Peter Sellers for playing three roles: US President Merkin
Muffley, Group Captain Lionel Mandrake, and presidential advisor for weapon
research Dr. Strangelove), and best screenplay based on material from another
medium (Stanley Kubrick, Peter George, and Terry Southern). Dr. Strangelove was
awarded no Oscars on 13 April 1964,5 but the movie did win three awards from
the British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA): best film, best film
from any source, and best art direction (Ken Adam).
Not surprisingly, Dr. Strangelove sparked a wide range of critical opinion when
it was initially released by Columbia Pictures in early 1964.6 According to a comprehensive guide to references and resources on Kubrick, ‘Dr. Strangelove generated
more popular interest than any of Kubrick’s earlier films and we have yet to see
the last article analyzing this controversial film.’7 Reviews of the movie appeared
in numerous publications around the world upon its initial release, but previous
scholars have either ignored or overlooked the film’s reception behind the Iron
Curtain, particularly in official and unofficial Communist Party publications from
central and eastern Europe.
What some nervous observers in the United States anticipated is that the film
would undermine American efforts to win the hearts and minds of those peoples
caught between the US and USSR in the cold war struggle. According to one
description in the Washington Daily News, the film could be seen as ‘actionable from
a standpoint of libel, treason and lack of patriotism.’8 A letter-writer to the New
York Times referred to the film as ‘dangerous pacifist propaganda’ and ‘an
anti-American tract unmatched in invective by even our declared enemies.’9
Equally alarmist was Washington Post reporter Chalmers M. Roberts, who shortly
after Dr. Strangelove’s release in the United States, direly warned, ‘No Communist
could dream of a more effective anti-American film to spread abroad than this
one. United States officials, including the President, had better take a look at this
one to see its effect on the national interest.’10 Roberts predicted that if Kubrick’s
movie were to be ‘shown around the world,’ it might ‘cause the United States as
much harm as many a coup or revolution.’11
Roberts’s fears were unfounded. What this essay demonstrates is that Communist reviewers and critics – both behind the Iron Curtain and outside it – admired
the film more than they abhorred it. Admittedly, some of these reviewers may
have felt on the one hand that they had a ‘mission to Moscow,’12 which was to
condemn the bourgeois commercial products of the Hollywood system, including
Dr. Strangelove. However, the Communist reviewers also could not help but admire
the cinematic achievements of particular films coming from the United States,
which surely would have included a major film directed by Kubrick (1928–1999)
– born in the Bronx, New York, but working at the time out of Shepperton
Studios in England.
For anyone needing a brief plot synopsis, the 81-word description written by
Stanley Kauffmann for the New Republic is perhaps the most concise and clever:
A nuclear attack is accidentally launched on Russia; in order to avert retaliation and total war, the American President calls the Soviet premier to warn
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him that the unintended attack is coming and to help him destroy the US
planes. But one plane gets through, drops its megaton message, and detonates
the Soviet Doomsday Machine, a thermonuclear device which once triggered,
cannot be untriggered and which will blanket the earth with radioactive material for 93 years. This film is a comedy.13
Needless to say, not everyone agreed that the material was funny. On a personal
note, I have vivid memories of my mother returning home crying after seeing the
film in 1964 because she – a dedicated peace activist – was so upset that people
were laughing at the prospect of mutual assured destruction. In fact, Kauffmann
himself anticipated my mother’s reaction when he predicted, ‘This is not a film to
please Peace Marchers or Nuclear Disarmers.’14 Also not laughing very much was
Bosley Crowther, the influential film critic for the New York Times (though becoming increasingly less influential as the 1960s continued). Crowther wrote in his
initial review that the film
is beyond any question the most shattering sick joke I’ve ever come across …
When virtually everybody turns up stupid or insane – or, what is worse, psychopathic – I want to know what this picture proves … The ultimate touch of
goulish [sic] humor is when we see the bomb actually going off … Somehow,
to me, it isn’t funny. It is malefic and sick.15
Much more could be written about the widely varying opinions about Dr. Strangelove
in the United States. For instance, Peter Krämer’s recent monograph in the BFI
Film Classics series maintains that
Kubrick’s ambition to engage viewers in complex, unexpected and contradictory ways was met with success … the film was widely considered to be an
important contribution to public debates about nuclear weapons, although
there was no agreement about what exactly this contribution might be.16
However, this essay’s goal is to analyze the reaction outside the United States, and
specifically from reviewers in Europe who might be labeled Communist. One of
the ironies is that, so far as I have been able to determine, the film was
never shown publicly in any of the Warsaw Pact countries during the 1960s or
1970s – even though it did merit several extensive and thoughtful reviews in
Communist publications, which are discussed here in chronological order.
An early report on Dr. Strangelove came from Hungary, published in the
weekly newsmagazine, Képes Magyarország [Illustrated Hungary], on 1 March 1964,
under the headline, ‘Dr. Strangelove él … Napirendi pont a csúcstalálkozóra, A
“tárna-hátrány,” Hús-vér angolok és celluloid amerikaiak’ [Dr. Strangelove Lives …
Agenda Point for the Summit, The ‘mineshaft-disadvantages,’ Flesh and blood Brits
and celluloid Americans].17 Tibor Köves (1928–2009), a Hungarian journalist living
in London, wrote the review of roughly 1000 words. Köves worked 46 years for
Magyar Távirati Iroda (MTI or the Hungarian State News Agency), serving both in
Hungary and abroad. His review is datelined London, where the film premiered in
late January. Based on his description of Dr. Strangelove in the review, Köves must
have seen it, and also must have read some of the English-language reviews of the
film. Sources indicate that Köves worked for several sections of the Communist
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Intelligence Agency, which was customary for someone to work abroad as a
foreign correspondent of the MTI before 1990.18
Although Dr. Strangelove was not screened in Hungary in the 1960s, someone
with the necessary authority went to great expense to produce two 35-mm copies
of the film, which are currently in the collection of the Magyar Nemzeti Digitális
Archívum és Filmintézet (MaNDA), the Hungarian National Institute of Film and
Digital Archive in Budapest.19 One copy is a dub-negative with the original
English-language sound and no Hungarian subtitles. The other copy is a positive
print, also with the original English-language sound and no Hungarian subtitles.
The presence of a dub-negative, which would have been used to produce screening
copies, strongly suggests that the film was intended to be publicly distributed in
Hungary. During the 1960s, ‘an average of ten American films were shown
annually in Hungary,’ according to one source20 – and Dr. Strangelove might have
become one of them. However, Köves’s review may suggest reasons why the film
was never screened in Hungary.
Köves begins by discussing the varying reactions Dr. Strangelove has generated
among moviegoers, politicians, and historians alike. The consensus is that the film
is ‘deadly interesting,’ not only because of its brilliant acting and directing, but
also for the intelligent discussions it provokes about the world’s nuclear arsenal
and its dangers. ‘We need to think rationally about nuclear weapons and not let
computers decide the fate of the world,’ Köves advises.21 In the final three paragraphs, however, we see more hints of a possible ‘mission to Moscow’ for the
Hungarian Communist reviewer. Köves notes that audiences may be shocked by
the fact that the character of Dr. Strangelove is based on a real person named
Herman Kahn, and moreover that Kahn is being paid $1 million by the US government to come up with a doomsday machine. Köves even quotes Kahn as saying,
‘Give me 10 billion dollars and the doomsday machine will be completed in
10 years, and if turned on – it will destroy everything on Earth.’22 According to
Köves, Kahn even made similar statements after the premiere of Dr. Strangelove:
‘The doomsday machine is absolutely no joke, but a rather serious technological
possibility … The beautiful thing about electronic brain centers is that they
eliminate all expressions of human emotion.’23
It is no secret that Herman Kahn was one of the individuals upon whom
Kubrick and screenwriter Terry Southern based the character of Dr. Strangelove.
It is also is no secret that Kahn in his book On Thermonuclear War coined the phrase
‘Doomsday Machine,’ which he also termed ‘the Doomsday-in-a-Hurry Machine’
and ‘the Homicide Pact Machine,’ and even indicated that such a device could be
built for ‘between 10 and 100 billion dollars.’24 What Köves disregards, however,
is that Kahn himself concluded that ‘the Doomsday Machine is unacceptable.’25
Nor is there any evidence that the US government was paying Kahn $1 million to
build such a device. Nevertheless, the belief among Hungarians such as Köves that
the US was building a device that could destroy the world might have been all that
Hungarian authorities needed to prevent the film from ever being screened there.
In the mid-1960s, the government of János Kádár, the General Secretary of the
Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party from 1956 to 1988, was seeking better relations with the West, and particularly with the United States. Whether Kádár himself ever saw the film cannot be determined, though he did have his own private
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screening room. However, it seems likely that Kádár and/or his deputies determined that Dr. Strangelove might adversely affect Hungarian public opinion toward
the United States, and thus blocked the film from public screenings.
Several weeks after the Hungarian review appeared in Képes Magyarország, the
Italian Communist daily L’Unità published a review of Dr. Strangelove by Ugo Casiraghi on 4 April 1964. L’Unità was founded in Milan in 1924 by none other than
Antonio Gramsci as ‘the newspaper of workers and peasants’ and official organ of
the Italian Communist Party. It remained an important left-wing voice in Italy until
it ceased publication on 31 July 2014. Casiraghi’s review was titled ‘È arrivato “il
dottor stranamore”: La satira demolisce i maccartisti dell’atomica’ [Doctor Strangelove has arrived: The satire demolishes the McCarthyites of the atomic bomb].26
Casiraghi (1921–2006) was an enrolled member of the Italian Communist Party,
and served as L’Unità’s film critic from 1947 to 1977. His overall impression of
Dr. Strangelove is positive: ‘the film is hilarious and terrifying, often at the same
time,’ as it targets ‘the generals, the scientists employed by the Pentagon, [and]
the insane mechanism of nuclear destruction.’27 Casiraghi concludes that ‘most
people – whether in Italy or in America – will find themselves punished by this
beautiful relentless film.’28
Some of the more curious aspects of Casiraghi’s 1350-word review – and
probably not surprising considering the source and L’Unità’s ‘mission to Moscow’
– are the references to former US Senator Joseph McCarthy, a leading anti-Communist in the early 1950s. However, McCarthy had died in 1957 and by 1964 had
been out of favor for ten years – having been censured by the US Senate in 1954.
Not only does the sub-head refer to McCarthyites, but in the first paragraph we
find this sentence: ‘This powerful satire is directed against the insanity of the
McCarthy era of megatons and exterminates it with the ancient weapon of comedy.’29 Casiraghi goes on to warn his readers that
In every way the madness of the Pentagon generals, that Kubrick presents to
us, is based, unfortunately, on solid anticommunism. The General of the
atomic base, which triggers the operation on its own unstoppable initiative …
for example, is convinced that the Communists are going to take over the
world with a simple system: fluoridation of water … And if the Communists
also put fluoride in ice cream and fruit juices? The General shudders at the
thought and gives the order for the bombers to depart.30
Clearly the character of General Jack Ripper (as his name suggests) was broadly
satirical. And although yes, fluoridation was feared by some in the United States as
a Communist conspiracy, Casiraghi seems to take all too seriously the threat of
McCarthyites in the mid-1960s. And like a good Italian film critic, Casiraghi cannot
resist talking of Federico Fellini’s possible influence on the film: ‘It seems that,
having seen La dolce vita of Fellini, he [Kubrick] dreamt up something like a satirical ballad on the sweet, total death of mankind.’31
Similar concerns of US warmongering come from a similar publication –
L’Humanité, which was a daily newspaper founded in 1904 and associated with the
French Communist Party (PCF).32 The review – titled ‘Mieux Vaudrait Mourir de
Rire: Docteur Folamour’ [It Would Be Better to Die Laughing: Doctor Strangelove] – was written by Samuel Lachize (1925–2006), who was described in his
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obituary as ‘Communiste jusqu’au bout des ongles,’ or a Communist through and
through.33
Lachize’s 500-word review praises Kubrick, Sellers, and the film itself,
concluding that ‘Stanley Kubrick has dared to go very far indeed’ and that this is
‘A film to see. Even while biting your tongue.’34 However, the more fascinating
parts of the review are those that seem to go very far Left in discussing the United
States and its military. Thus Lachize calls Dr. Strangelove ‘a Nazi technical advisor,’35 and General Buck Turgidson ‘a sex maniac.’ Those people in the film ‘who
“dream” of destroying part of the world to remake humanity are like Nazis,’
Lachize argues.36
One of the equivalent newspapers in the United Kingdom was the Daily
Worker, which was founded in 1930 as the official newspaper of the Communist
Party of Great Britain.37 Nina Hibbin (1922–2004), the newspaper’s film critic for
roughly ten years during the 1960s, was born ‘into an eastern European Jewish
family in Romford, Essex.’ Hibbin began her career in journalism by ‘captioning
photographs of ordinary people with appropriate comments from them’ in
London’s East End during World War II, and tried teaching in Cornwall, but ‘got
into considerable trouble for being a Communist’ in the early 1950s.38 Hibbin’s
500-word review praises the film on several counts, noting that Dr. Strangelove is ‘a
comedy that strikes terror in the heart’ by bringing ‘into the searing daylight the
nightmare which haunts all our minds.’ She appreciates Kubrick’s use of humour,
‘the subtlest of weapons … to attack the deadliest of weapons, the H-bomb.’
However, in keeping with the Daily Worker’s political position, Hibbin regrets that
‘the film dodges the political implications of the H-bomb [by] taking an apparently
“neutral” stand’ on the issue of atomic warfare.39
Readers of film journals in Czechoslovakia received mixed messages about the
film in mid-1964. First to appear was an article written by Ernest Callenbach
(1929–2012), the liberal editor of Film Quarterly in the United States from 1958 to
1991. It appeared as ‘Film v USA: Kudy Kam’ [Film in the USA: Where It’s
Going] in the May 1964 issue of Film a Doba [Film and Time].40 In spite of the
large photograph of the Pentagon War Room set from Dr. Strangelove accompanying the article, there really are only two sentences about the movie itself (known
in Czech as Doktor Divnaláska):
Stanley Kubrick, who works in England (allegedly, due to his fear from a possible nuclear disaster destroying the US) … focused on one of the most difficult topics of the modern era – war. His comic, even if frightful fantasy
belongs to the very few movies made either in the East, or in the West, that
in a sincere and passionate way turn against war: against any and all wars.41
A more doctrinaire perspective was provided two months later by film critic Jan
Kliment (1921–1993), who served as head of cultural policy from 1969 to 1981
for Rudé Právo [Red Truth], the official daily newspaper for the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia. Kliment’s article, ‘Americké Filmy, Které Budí Pozornost’
[American Films That Attract Attention] in the biweekly film journal Kino,
reviewed Dr. Strangelove in 340 words, as part of a longer review covering five
other American films from 1964 that were screened at the Cannes Film Festival:
The Best Man, Goldstein, The Fall of the Roman Empire, The World of Henry Orient, and
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One Potato, Two Potato.42 As a supporter of Soviet policies, Kliment gave credit for
the film’s somber premise to Nikita S. Khrushchev,
who had long ago warned that in a time of nuclear hysteria, as long as
American aircraft with nuclear arms fly above our heads, it can always happen
that someone goes nuts … and the fearful mushroom clouds start growing.
Kubrick’s film is a warning.43
Remaining true to his ‘mission to Moscow,’ Kliment assures his Czech readers that
‘The film ruthlessly and remorselessly deals with American warmongers. It does
not spare American generals who, blinded by their anti-Communist hysteria, can
start a war because they find out about their male impotence.’44 However, at the
same time, Kliment greatly admires Kubrick’s cinematic voice, which ‘passionately
calls people to reason … This voice resonates today in the whole Western world.
And it is good. In the interest of our one and only globe.’45
No analysis of Dr. Strangelove’s reception behind the Iron Curtain would be
complete without a review from the USSR itself, published in Iskusstvo Kino [Art of
Cinema], which was founded under the title Proletarskoe Kino [Proletarian Cinema]
in 1931, and has remained the premier film journal in Russia ever since. This 500word review, ‘Dr. Strangelove – a film that condemns nuclear madness,’ appeared
on 31 May 1964, and was signed only with the initials M.T., which seemed to be
the standard practice at the time.46
Unfortunately, this particular review is largely a pastiche of previously published Western reviews – quoting Bryan Forbes in Films and Filming, Arthur Knight
in the Saturday Review, Penelope Gilliatt in the Observer, and Raymond Fletcher in
the London Tribune (a left-wing publication). M.T. approvingly cites several passages
from Fletcher’s review of the film, noting first that (according to Fletcher) General
Ripper was based on
General [Edwin] Walker, a real person … Reading any speech by General
Walker shows how real the character of General Ripper is. We also cannot
dismiss that a nuclear attack might be launched in spite of the US president’s
orders.47
And similarly M.T. credits Fletcher with the perspective – presumably not uncommon in the USSR – that ‘Many, who believed in and faithfully served Nazism,
now effectively labor for the glory of the American way [of life].’48
One of the most fascinating Communist reviews of Dr. Strangelove comes from
Poland, published nearly one full year later, in March 1965, in the weekly political
journal Polityka [Politics], under the title, ‘Szalony Śmiech z Powodu Końca Świata’
[Mad Laughter Because of the End of the World].49 The author Zygmunt
Kałużyński (1918–2004) was trained as a lawyer, but served for many years as the
influential – but also highly controversial – film critic for Polityka.50 Almost every
week, often on the back page of Polityka, Kałużyński served up his provocative
thoughts on the latest trends in cinema from around the world. Kałużyński’s reportage from 1964, for instance, includes regular coverage of films from Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Russia, and the United Kingdom,
but relatively few from the United States, even though American films were regularly shown in Polish cinemas during this period. According to statistics compiled
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by the Filmoteka Narodowa (National Film Archive) in Warsaw, 340 films from
the United States were shown in Poland from 1945 to 1968 (or roughly 14 per
year on average), compared with 95 American films shown in Poland from 1969
to 1973 (or 19 per year on average) and 127 American films shown in Poland
from 1974 to 1979 (or 21 per year on average).51 Equally curious is that a Communist Party publication, such as Polityka, would allow Kałużyński to print the
review. One might have imagined that a reviewer in Poland would include the fact
that Kubrick’s ancestry was partly Polish, but this was not the case.52
Kałużyński’s 1200-word review of Dr. Strangelove begins with an unusual disclaimer: ‘Please forgive me for drawing your attention to a film that will never be
shown on our screens. But in this case it is worth breaking the rule about reviewing
only films shown here.’53 Apparently, Kałużyński was able to see the film only
because the US Embassy’s Deputy Chief of Mission, Albert William Sherer Jr.
(1916–1986), screened Dr. Strangelove at his Warsaw home and invited Kałużyński to
write about it. The US Ambassador to Poland, John Moors Cabot (1909–1981), also
attended the screening but (writing in his diary that evening) found the film ‘singularly unconvincing.’54
Kałużyński’s review is particularly perceptive, especially for someone not
steeped in American culture. For instance, Kałużyński observes correctly that the
US president in the film is depicted as ‘a nervous, bald man, an intellectual in
glasses, who resembles Adlai Stevenson.’55 Kałużyński finds much to admire in the
film’s artistry, and points out that the film makes use of ‘the farcical contrast
between the terrible situation and the primitive human reactions.’56 Kałużyński
admires the way Kubrick is ‘merciless towards the Americans, whose commanders
are shown approaching the point of cretinism.’57 By comparison, the satire directed at the Soviet leadership seems relatively mild to Kałużyński:
It is represented by the Soviet ambassador, a dignified, fat and jovial man in a
black hat who, while the world is falling apart, is secretly taking photos of the
Pentagon with a miniature camera hidden in an old-fashioned cuckoo watch.58
Kałużyński concludes that even though Kubrick is able to make us laugh at ‘the
end of the world,’ our laughter in the theatre is also a sign of our helplessness and
may serve as ‘a warning shadow lurking behind the comedy.’59
Poland in the mid-1960s – like Hungary at the same time – may have been
more inclined to seek better relations with the West than some of the more doctrinaire members of the Warsaw Pact, such as the German Democratic Republic.
Even though Władysław Gomułka, First Secretary of the Polish United Workers’
Party from 1956 to 1970, was less open to change than he had been in the late
1950s (a period sometimes referred to as ‘Gomułka’s Thaw’), Poland – again, like
Hungary – did allow screenings of films from the United States, and did allow
reviews of American films like Dr. Strangelove in its Communist publications.
Reviews of Dr. Strangelove from the German Democratic Republic in the mid1960s were also sought, but unfortunately could not be located. The Stanley
Kubrick Archive at the University of the Arts in London contains in its files more
than 100 reviews from the Federal Republic of Germany, but not a single one
from the neighboring country to the east.60 Nor were there any reviews in the
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Stanley Kubrick Archive from what might be termed Communist publications in
West Germany.
Although the reviews found from Communist publications in Czechoslovakia,
France, Hungary, Italy, Poland, United Kingdom, and USSR are relatively few in
number, I believe they are representative of the attitudes and perspectives from
those countries. Although Communist film critics were expected to toe a certain
Party line in their reviews – their own ‘missions to Moscow’ – they could not
ignore the cinematic achievements of a work that has been described as ‘an excellent example of an almost flawless film.’61 The reviewers called attention to the
presence of ex-Nazis in the highest circles of US government, the insanity of nuclear
escalation, and the inherent dangers from giving too much power to American
military officers. But the fears of some in the United States that the film would
reverberate to anti-American drumbeats were never realized. Altogether, the
reviews of Dr. Strangelove from Communist publications add to our understanding of
the film itself and to the rhetoric of cold war cinema.
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